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Q.1- Very short answer type questions-

A] - How, when and where. 5
B] - Resources 10
C] - The Indian constitution 10

Q.2 General questions for all-

1] - who was James mill?
2] - In how many ages Indian history has been divided?
3] - what is meant by colonisation?
4] - Explain the sources of history of modern India?
5] - what is a resource?
6] - How can a gift of nature become resource?
7] - It is said that resource saved are resources created – Discuss?
8] - Explain the meaning of constitution?
9] - Mention any two conditions under which fundamental rights can be restricted?
10] - Explain briefly salient features of the Indian constitution?

Q3.  1 ] - Map skill – Indian states on Indian map
5] - List of Presidents.
6] - Any one chart or ppt. on any topic.